Feb 10, 1952

Dear Mr. Smith:

Reservations have been made there in San Antonio for us both. Departure from San Antonio 8:10 P.M., Feb 25th on Eastern Airlines, Flight 584 out of S.A. for Houston. Flight out of Houston for Atlanta 248 W. and Flight out of Atlanta arriving there at 21:55 P.M., Feb 26th for 248 E out of S. Jansen P. R. 101, Round trip 258.15 each. Better wait till after we arrive to make return date reservations.

Mrs. Harris has invited me to stay with him 9 months ago. But for ease of seeing friends and Alumni Costello would be almost necessary. It is easily found and no one would be inconvenienced by callers. Since Mrs. Harris cannot get up and down stairs rapidly a first floor or Costello would
facilitate her rapid answer to a caller. She has shown marked improvement during the last few days, in answer to prayers.

This may be our last trip to P. Rico and we want to see especially all the surviving members of the original twelve students and all the members of the class of 1927.

Dr. Liley asked me about the map of San Antonio—its orange groves and yellow ripe orange colors. It is very hard to get the exact colors of the ripe fruit and of the leaves, but the printers say they did it in their jet. I hope so.

Looking forward with anticipated joy of going back home to Poly once again. Miss Harris joins me in thanks for the cordial invitation extended by all.

Cordially yours,

[Signature]